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Ultimate Appetizer Ideabook is a cook's gold mine. Chock-a-block with updated classics,

modern-day favorites, and totally unique recipes for hosts of all skill levels, every single preparation

is photographed so party planners can envision their array of treats. The 225 recipes cover

everything from dips, spreads, and one-bite nibbles to heartier fare requiring a fork or a spoon as

well as a section of little sweets perfect for an all-dessert soiree. Whether hosts want to add snazzy

new offerings to their repertoire, establish a set of quick recipes for impromptu gatherings, or just

learn to make basic appetizers, this chunky, distinctively packaged little volume makes an

exceptional pair with our bestselling Ultimate Bar Book.
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Kiera and Cole Stipovich are the founders of Cole + Keira Photography, a wedding and family

photography business. Kiera also runs a blog and custom-baking service at SweetKiera.com. They

are based in Boston.

LOVE this book. It is the perfect combination of simple, accessible recipes that perhaps you would

have thought of (but didn't), and more sophisticated recipes that are so clearly explained and

illustrated that every one makes you think, "I can do that!" I also appreciate that every recipe has an

accompanying photo - I'm a very visual person, and these photos will make you drool. This is a

must-have cookbook, and would make a great gift!



This book packs a punch! It has great ideas for appetizers for all occasions - coupled with beautiful

photography. I love the way it's laid out and organized - including incorporating simple recipes that

can be used in multiple dishes! As someone who isn't skilled in the kitchen - the ideas are easy,

tasty and a hit.Can't wait to see what the authors cook up next.

LOVE this book! This book is my new go-to and I highly recommend it for those who love to cook

and entertain. My favorite part of the book is the beautiful photography. Each recipe has a picture of

the final product...this gives me the inspiration of what to create for my dinner guests. This will

definitely be under the Christmas tree for many of my family and friends this year!

Great little appetizer book! Lots of terrific ideas!

My husband and I just love this extensive and approachable appetizer cookbook! As someone

without a lot of experience or confidence in the kitchen, my husband especially appreciates how

easy it is to follow the recipes to create crowd-pleasing apps, every time. Our favorite is the spicy

shredded chicken mini tostadas - simple, delicious, and always a bit hit!

Nothing appealed to me.

Quality book

I love this book, I never responded to a dinner party by saying I would bring an appetizer until now!

It is an easy, user friendly cookbook that allows you to see which recipes are vegetarian or even

gluten free! It is now my go to hostess gift.
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